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CHAPTER ONE

The DB4 - a car for all time

DB4 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

I

n 1955, John Wyer, having assumed responsibility at Aston Martin

for engineering development, initiated a programme for a new

replacement for the DB2/4. It was to be a very different car.

Harold Beach was entrusted with the development of chassis and
body and Tadek Marek with an all new engine. What follows here
is a brief timeline of the origins of the DB5 from the early development of the DB4 through to its final flowering as the DB6.

STYLING AND BODY DESIGN
Development of the all-new DB4 started with a development
prototype, DP 114, completed early in 1956. It was conceived
as a platform for body design, chassis and engine development.
Designed by Frank Feeley, neither John Wyer
or David Brown had been impressed by its styling and for this
principal reason, it was thought that the styling of the new car
should be entrusted to an external styling house.
Following a tour of the Italian stylists and designers, John Wyer
and David Brown both agreed that the design of the new
DB4 should be entrusted to the Italians. Aston Martin favoured
fabricating bodies in aluminium, and having been particularly
impressed by the Superleggera concept of body design, decided
that the styling of the DB4 should be given to Touring of Milan.
This necessitated a platform chassis, with a trellis of small
diameter tubes and channel frames for the main openings,
around which the aluminium panels could be clenched. Harold
Beach designed and then ensured fabrication of a prototype
chassis in the remarkably small timescale of 10 weeks, and this
was duly dispatched to Touring, in late 1956.
The DB4 was first shown to the public at the Paris Motor Show
in the Autumn of 1958 to universal acclaim, and (the DB4) was
duly launched into production.
By all accounts, the DB4 captured the essence of Aston Martin,
clothing it in a light, airy, crisp, perfectly proportioned body.

DB4 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

Conceived from the outset as a two plus two, the DB4 duly progressed through 5 significant production
series, the last from the bodywork perspective, being the most significant. Customer feedback had indicated
that more headroom was desirable, both for the front and most particularly for the rear seats. Accordingly,
the roofline was subtly altered, by slightly raising it and extending it backwards to the rear
most extremity of the boot, which was also extended backwards by 2 inches. Other refinements in the shape
cowled headlights and electric windows followed, initially as an extra and then with the DB5 as standard
equipment. The series 5 DB4 then duly transitioned to become the new DB5 essentially unmodified but
with refinements.
The DB4 GT
Identifying a need to support an increasing customer demand for a version of the DB4 with which owners
could indulge in competition, Aston Martin decided that they should produce a lightened version, with a
number of weight saving measures, which they could then homologate. The principal change involved a
shortened wheelbase, sacrificing rear seat accommodation and making the car a strict 2 seater. Other chassis
lightening changes were also used.
There was also a need to significantly increase the power available. This resulted in major developments of the
cylinder head, introducing a twin plug arrangement, higher compression and triple twin choke Weber
carburettors.

DB4 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

A convertible version of the DB4 was launched in 1961 and this was carried over in the DB5.

Early cars were also made with thinner 18 gauge aluminium outer panels, Perspex windows (excepting the
windscreen), cowled headlights and lightweight seats and trim. To cope with this increased performance, the
Dunlop disc brakes were discarded in favour of 3 pot Girling disc brakes all round. The result was a potent
sports car, capable of in excess of 150 mph, a quarter mile in the low 14 secs and 0 to 100 mph in around
14 secs that no other standard production sports car could better. 80 DB4 GTs were built between 1960 and
1961. They are and certainly were in their time seriously quick.
The DB4 GT Zagato
A yet further variation of the theme were the DB4 GT Zagatos of which 19 cars were manufactured. The
chassis for these cars were standard short wheel base DB4 GT which were then dispatched to Newport
Pagnell. There they were fitted with all of the necessary running gear and with all other parts to prepare the
cars which were then dispatched to Italy. There Zagato panelled the cars, trimmed and painted them, before
sending them back to Aston Martin to finally complete and send out to the distributors for onward delivery to
their new owners.
The Zagato version was conceived initially as a way to compete against the then dominant force in GT racing,
the Ferrari 330 GT. To do so they were intended as even lighter in weight than the DB4 GT, the
initial competition cars being fabricated using 20 gauge aluminium panelling, even more basic trim and lighter
weight drilled chassis. They were only partially successful in competition, not least as the drilled chassis
proved to be not sufficiently stiff. They have subsequently become regarded by many, not withstanding, as
design icons and an example of the very best of Italian styling and flair. A total of 19 were eventually
manufactured, the later examples using thicker gauge panelling which were then sold to “privateers” and other
private owners.

CHASSIS DEVELOPMENT

Early key engineering decisions taken confirmed the move away
from a ladder type chassis used with the DB2 and its
developments to a perimeter frame, more easily fabricated and
hence leading to some reduction in manufacturing cost. At the
same time, the trailing arm front suspension was discarded and
a more conventional double wishbone front suspension, in
conjunction with steering rack and pinion configuration, was
employed.
Other key decisions followed. In addition to a double wishbone
independent front suspension it was proposed to fit a De Dion
torsion bar rear suspension longitudinally located with twin trailing
arms and laterally with a Panhard rod, following the same basic
design as in the DB3. The rear suspension was an advanced
design concept but it was not without development risk and would
be costly to put into production.
Design Project 114 (DP114) became the development platform
for the front and rear De Dion suspension design and it was fitted
with the 3 litre DBA engine as used with the then production DB
Mk3. The mules for engine and car development were DP184/1
and DP184/2, the prototype DB4s.
Early experience indicated a number of major problems; these
included a tendency for the splines on the rear drive shafts to bind
under acceleration. Other problems to surface included cooling of
the inboard rear brakes. Furthermore, the complexity and cost of
the installation was excessive, and it was very clear, that to obtain
the general serviceability and reliability required, an extensive
development programme would be needed and that coupled with
the additional cost made the De Dion rear axle simply not viable,
given the intended DB4 launch date.
This was a shame, as the De Dion arrangement gave simply
unrivalled ride comfort with superb road holding.
In the event, the rear axle design was carried over from the DB2/4
with twin, equal length-trailing arms each side. The only change
came through the adoption of a Watts linkage, which created a
rather higher roll centre at the back, which helped to reduce roll
angle.

ENGINE DEVELOPMENTS

Engine design was initiated in 1955. Having taken the decision to develop a new engine for the DB4, there
was considerable discussion as to what size of engine to build. Initially the intention had been to develop
a 3 litre engine. There was a wish to see this engine design also as a future candidate for racing at Le Mans,
consistent with the then 3 litre capacity limit for sports racing cars set by the FIA. Tadek Marek was also
briefed to consider a design with growth capacity from the outset, as a suitable engine for a new Lagonda.
The initial intention had been to design the engine, using cast iron, but quickly found a complete absence of
available iron foundries with the casting capacity and capability. However, some spare aluminium foundry
capacity was available, leading to the adoption of aluminium for both cylinder block and head.
As a consequence, the engine was redesigned with 7 over- large main bearings and generous scantlings thus
giving substantial future growth capability. Being cautious, Tadek Marek started development with an engine
at 4 litre capacity, as part of his design brief.
It was a natural decision to carry over the use of wet liners and twin overhead camshafts as with the
configuration of the previous LG6 engine fitted to the DB2/4.
It was Tadek Marek’s fervent wish to initially develop his engine for road use and then later adapt it to go
racing. In the event, the racing application came first, initially with the DBR1 in 3 litre form, using an adaptation
of the old LG6 engine modified with a conventional crankcase design and seven main bearings and then later
as a DBR2 in 3.7 litre form, using his new engine.
Aluminium, while significantly lighter than cast iron, brings with it significant problems of controlling oil
pressure. While these deficiencies can be largely overcome, early production engines succumbed, as use
on the then newly opened M1 enabled owners to experience driving their DB4’s at near maximum power
and engine speed continuously over many miles. In the event, several solutions were pursued, these being
an increase in oil pump capacity, use of an oil cooler, very careful control of main bearing clearances and
ensuring there was always a generous oil sump capacity to enable aeration and with it oil pump cavitation
to be better controlled.
As technical director from 1956 to 1972, Dudley Gershon oversaw solving all of these problems over time and
his eventual summing up bears repeating, “I know of no engine which can be thrashed continuously so hard
for so long as this engine.”
Later, as cars saw extensive service, other problems surfaced, examples being early timing chain failure and
valve failure. All these issues succumbed to careful redesign or through changes to manufacturing methods,
material selection and assembly procedures.

TRANSMISSION DEVELOPMENTS

Initially, the first series of DB4s were fitted with a 10” Borg and Beck single dry-plate clutch and a David
Brown four speed gearbox connecting to a Salisbury hypoid bevel rear axle. An overdrive gearbox was
available in the series 2 from January 1960.
This was eventualy superseded in the DB5 by a ZF 5-speed gearbox linked to a 3.77 to 1 rear axle ratio,
giving a fifth speed ratio of 25.2 mph per 1000 rpm. Other alternative rear axle ratios were still available as no
cost options, that being a carry over from the DB4.
The series 5 DB4 saw the introduction of 15inch wheels, a reduction from the 16inch wheels of earlier series
DB4s. This was also carried over to the DB5. The final configuration provided a wonderfully flexible
combination, with effortless high speed cruising and rapid acceleration in the intermediate gears.
Automatic transmission was available at extra cost in the later DB4s, in this case using a 3 speed Borg
Warner Type 35 gearbox. This was mated to a 3.54:1 rear axle ratio giving a top speed of 21.1 mph per 1000
rpm.

BRAKING SYSTEM

The DB4 introduced disc brakes as standard on both front and rear wheels. The braking system chosen
for the DB4 was a single circuit Dunlop braking system, with vacuum servo assistance. When in excellent
condition, these proved adequate for the task, but owner experience soon showed that retention of good
braking was not always predictable, especially if the car was used infrequently. Furthermore, the piston seals
used also proved susceptible to failure and gave these brakes a relatively poor reliability record.
While the Dunlop disc brakes were adequate for the standard production DB4, it was realised that a more
capable system was needed for higher performance versions such as the DB4 GT. The Dunlop system was
discarded and replaced by a Girling system using 3 pot callipers with a larger brake pad area. These proved
highly satisfactory.

OTHER DB4 DEVELOPMENTS

The first 100 Series 1 DB4s were built with frameless door windows. Unfortunately, at high speed, the
windows were sucked away from the door seals, creating an unacceptable level of wind noise. To prevent
this, later cars were provided with a chromed heavy duty window frame, which solved the problem.
The series 1 cars also had front opening bonnets. Following an incident where a bonnet flew up at high
speed, later cars were provided with front-hinged bonnets and this solved that problem.

THE DB4 CONVERTIBLE
An early priority in the development of the DB4 was a convertible version. In order to retain adequate stiffness
in the chassis, the sills were significantly reinforced with additional longitudinal stiffening, reinforcement in and
around the structure supporting the rear suspension and in and around the A and B Posts. The hood was
designed to fold back nearly flush by providing a recess behind the rear seats into which it could fold. The
doors now featured front quarter lights.

CHAPTER TWO

Restoration of a DB4

DB4/107/R - AT SILVERSTONE 1959 AS WORKS FACTORY DEMONSTRATOR

DB4/107/R - A VERY SPECIAL HISTORY

R

estoring any old car to its original condition takes time and care.

It is sometimes fraught and invariably expensive! Whether the car in question is complete,

sound and largely original, or whether decrepit, incomplete and in poor condition, nothing
can be taken as sound or serviceable without careful inspection. A restoration would
generally only be contemplated where the intrinsic value of the restored car makes this a
financially viable project, or, as may happen, it is being done for sentimental reasons.

Those fortunate to be able to own Aston Martins are favoured better than most because
they have always been valued for what they are, for their rarity and because they are an

object of beauty and power.
But this car has something else, a continuous history from new, as an Aston Martin
Works demonstration and development car and later in single family ownership for nigh
on 40 years.

The Works History
One of the first prototype and demonstration DB4’s, this car (according to the Aston
Martin Owners Club Register) has the earliest existing prototype engine 370/PP/105 (PP
stands for pre-production). Described in the 1976 register as the works demonstration
car it was registered by David Brown Industries as 4 SMU in October 1958. There is
evidence of ongoing chassis development, with a variety of different brackets and
mounting points that were present but now redundant, which gives us some evidence of
how the specification and design matured over time as production and service experience
became available.
During this period when various changes were made, an immediate visual one is the
fitting of framed door windows, something not introduced until the second series DB4.
There were almost certainly a number of different engines that were fitted to the car,
incorporating different modifications. On disposal by the Works, the car was refitted with
its original engine, No 370/PP/105.
The car was retained by David Brown Industries Limited and Aston Martin Lagonda
Limited for nearly 2 ½ years and in addition to being used for development it was used as
a company car. When its previous owner David Stanger took the car to the factory in
Newport Pagnell in 1973, Roger Stowers (who was the link between the factory and
owners) told him that the car had frequently been used by David Brown.
The car was sold in 1961 to Jonathan Saul of Workington, Cumberland. After some five
years he sold it to a motor trader, Robson and Everard of Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne
who were prominent dealers in prestige cars of this type. However, Mr Saul retained the
original number plate 4 SMU when he sold the car and he transferred it to his Alfa Romeo
and the DB4 was re-registered as YJR 968. It was sold a month or two later in 1966 to

DB4/107/R - LATER HISTORY

Mr Don Carr of Central Garage, North Shields, also motor traders, but in this case used
for a limited time as the business owner’s personal transport. Mr Carr had previously
tried another earlier Aston Martin DB2/4 saloon, but elected to take the DB4 in
preference. The car was now eight years old and Mr Carr decided to return it to
Newport Pagnell for a complete mechanical overhaul. This is evidenced by an invoice
dated 26 October 1966 comprising seven pages which shows that a new block was
fitted, together with new liners, pistons and rods and many other parts. All this work
including parts was carried out by the works for a “nominal charge”!
SINGLE FAMILY OWNERSHIP
DB4/107/R was sold to his friend Raymond Stanger of Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne in
June 1967. When the DB4 was offered to Raymond he was driving an Austin Healey
3000, which he promptly sold for £200 to his son David, who had just qualified as an
Accountant.
Raymond was a dentist and used his DB4 as daily transport to take him from Newcastle
to his practice in Tynemouth, as well as for family use. David went to Paris in 1969 and
then in 1971 joined a company in St Kitts, one of the chain of islands that comprise the
Leeward Islands in the West Indies, as its first Chartered Accountant. He returned two
years later in the summer of 1973 and purchased the car from his father for £400, for use
when on annual holiday in the UK. David then returned to St Kitts for a further year and
again returned home on holiday in 1974. David was later to recount that while on holiday
he tried to acquire a DB3S from Dan Margulies, then a prominent dealer in rare sports
and racing cars. Unfortunately it was already sold and he then tried to acquire a
Birdcage Maserati Tipo 61 sports racing car with a long and distinguished racing history.
He was yet again beaten to the post. He eventually found an off-white DB4GT which he
did manage to purchase for £2,000. For the next few years David used both Astons on
his annual visits to the UK with his family, staying with his parents in Newcastle. During
David’s period in St Kitts both Astons were cared for and maintained by his friend and
fellow enthusiast Clive Kennedy, an accomplished Rally Driver in Northern events, who
lived near Hexham in Northumberland and who happened to have adequate garaging
space. Most of the old photographs of both of David’s Astons in this book were retrieved
from Clive’s photo albums. In 1978 David managed to sell the DB4GT back to its
previous owner for £8,000, a time when classic car values had risen rapidly.

M

oney from the sale then enabled David to set up a boat building enterprise in St Kitts,

specialising in large sailing catamarans suitable for use in the West Indies and beyond.
DB4/107R required periodic repairs and work to the chassis, body and mechanicals.
Both sills and wheel arches were replaced in 1974 and again in 1987 when David
returned from St Kitts for good. Indeed the need for work to restore the car by 1987
involved a full bare metal respray as well as structural work to the chassis. For the next
six years David was to use this car as daily transport and subsequently as a second car.
By the mid 1990’s and in need again of much serious restoration, the car was placed in
storage until finally sold to the Aston Workshop in 2006 for full restoration.
Having returned to Northumberland from St Kitts in 1987, David recalls allowing his 11
year old son Oliver to drive the DB4 at 80 miles an hour, on a disused WW2 airfield
runway near Beadnell on the Northumberland coast.
During the nearly 40 years ownership by father and son, the DB4 received only the
necessary running repairs, dealing with corrosion and mechanical overhaul as and when
required. It thus preserved most of its original features and the little extras. One of these
was the unique arrangement of the electric windows, fitted during the period of the
Works ownership, a consequence of its time as a Works car and a clear indicator of the
development steps Aston Martin took in this pre-production DB4/107R.

1987 NEW WHEEL ARCHES AND RE-PAINT

CLIVE KENNEDY AS HE FOLLOWS DB4/107/R IN THE DB4/GT

DB4/107/R - PARKED OUTSIDE DAVID’S PARENTS HOUSE IN GOSFORTH

JUST OFF THE A1 ON THE RETURN JOURNEY HAVING PURCHASED THE DB4/GT

DB4/107/R- AGAIN PARKED IN GOSFORTH DURING ONE OF DAVID’S
TRIPS HOME FROM ST KITTS

THE RESTORATION

Until purchased by the Aston Workshop in 2006 from Mr Stanger, DB4/107/R had never been restored and
had not undertaken any major restoration, just the normal running repairs that would be expected in normal
private use. In fact, when received by the Aston Workshop, it had been in storage for some 10 or more years,
the owner having decided that he could no longer drive the car safely. Nevertheless, in his family ownership
since 1967, the car has had a full and complete history going right back to its initial build in 1958. Utterly
unmolested, it has numerous hints and indicators of how the design of the chassis in particular changed as it
matured and the fabrication process developed.

THE STRIP
Right from the outset, it was known that there was only one way that this car could be rescued and restored
to her former glory, and that would be to assume everything would need to be stripped, assessed, replaced
or overhauled. As with any restoration, the first task is to strip her of everything that can be removed, starting
with her interior, or what remained of it, the engine, gearbox, front and rear suspension, bonnet, doors and
boot and of course all the glass.
The next stage was to strip out the headlining, interior fittings, trim and then the dashboard, followed by the
wiring looms and under bonnet fittings, all the while carefully cataloguing what had been removed, labelling
everything and storing. The engine, gearbox and final drive was then stored until required, as were all of the
suspension, steering rack, steering column, brake calipers, hubs and related items. Window frames followed,
as with the door handles, catches and aluminium trim.
By this stage, the car had been mounted on a trolley, and transferred to the body restoration team for the next
stage of her restoration.

ASSESSING THE BODY SHELL AND CHASSIS

The next and very important stage in restoring DB4/107/R was to undertake a detailed and thorough
assessment of the chassis and structure, the condition of the body shell and of the major mechanical
components, these being the engine, gearbox and final drive. So as part of this assessment, the shell was
removed in two halves, the rear structure that runs from the B Post backwards and the front section that runs
forward from the A Post. The front shell was separated at the base of the windscreen pillar and the rear section
halfway up the rear window in line with the rear window and quarter-light. The front skin was unclenched from
around the frame that surrounds the bonnet aperture together with the base of the windscreen frame. At the rear,
the boot aperture and rear window frame provide the principal anchorages and the skin was unclenched from
that also.
Once this had been done, the outer aluminium sills were removed, and the chassis was then cleaned back to
remove all of the residual oil, grease and general muck that had accumulated, of which there was a huge amount.
This was a filthy job, but vital if the grit blast of the structure that followed was to be fully effective in removing all
of the surface rust. It was only when the grit blast was completed that it became possible to acquire an indicative
assessment of the chassis structure that lay underneath. Early assessments of the structure indicated that in this
case, the outer forlorn state of the car was perhaps also an accurate indicator of its inner state, which was poor.
Not only were the sills showing an advanced state of decay but also the front outriggers, the rear chassis legs
and a boot floor that showed more resemblance to lace than something solid. The rear suspension anchorages
were equally unsound.
At the front, the base of the front footwells, the front engine bulkhead and crossmember was also heavily rust
damaged, as were the under-bonnet side panels.
Stripping the many layers of paint from the outer shell followed, revealed a considerable amount of old panel
damage. Corrosion in all of the usual spots was found around the wheel arches, sill, around the bonnet and
across the rear of the car around the bottom of the boot, all caused through damp and the effects of electrolytic
induced corrosion of the aluminium panel in the proximity of its steel supporting frame.
The doors were equally in a poor state and needed a total reconstruction. The doors on these cars suffer most
from the rotting out of the door bottoms. In turn this allows the door to twist and in advanced cases, the door
hinge members start to break away and the door sags. There is no other alternative to a full reconstruction, and
the frame can only be completed and the door skin clenched onto the doorframe once the front and rear body
skins have been repaired and remounted.
The bonnet skin also showed signs of delamination, quite common with unrestored cars, and in advanced cases,
there is no alternative but to re-skin the entire bonnet. Fortunately, this proved not to be necessary with this car.

ASSESSING MECHANICAL CONDITION

With the engine, gearbox and final drive now separated from the
car, these were cleaned off and the engine was dismantled, with
the first task being to remove all intake and exhaust manifolds,
dynamo, water pump and fan. This was followed by the
separation of the bell housing and gearbox. The next operation
was the removal of the cylinder head. The sump was then
removed followed by the removal of the front timing case and
chain, the oil pump and filter housing. The separation of the
cylinder head followed, revealing for the first time the inner
state of the cylinders and pistons.
As this car was to be totally restored, the next stage was to
remove pistons and connecting rods, followed by the crankshaft,
oil pump and strainer assembly and all of external fittings. The
cylinder block was next inserted into an oven and heated,
followed by the extraction of all cylinder liners. This revealed
that the seatings for the liners, though damaged, could be
recovered. A check across all main bearing webs revealed no
serious cracking. This meant that, subject to recovering the
sound condition of the liner seatings, the block could be safely
cleaned and reused.
The crankshaft was carefully measured across all main bearing
and connecting rod journals, and though a small amount of wear
was noted, this was well within acceptable tolerances and
therefore indicated that the crankshaft could be safely reground,
polished and refitted with new bearing shells.
The cylinder head was also dismantled at this stage, revealing
no particular problems. Waterways were flushed out, valve
guides extracted, the cylinder head heated and the old valve
seats removed. All external fittings were removed as a matter
of course and set aside for later examination. Apart from removing
the hubs and suspension fittings, the rear axle was cleaned and
set aside for reconditioning, as was also the 4-speed gearbox.
Brake calipers were dismantled and stored in readiness for
reconditioning. All other brake components were then scrapped
as a matter of course.

CHAPTER THREE

The Rebuild Specification

THE REBUILD SPECIFICATION

T

he key objectives for the rebuild of DB4/107/R were to ensure that she was
restored to a standard at least as good as when she was new, but in addition,
to improve performance and usability. Wherever practical, steps were to be

taken to ensure that it was well equipped to withstand modern traffic
conditions and to improve comfort with air conditioning. The interior was to be
totally re-trimmed.

It was decided that she should be painted in the original Works colour of

Wedgwood Blue with a beige interior.
The car was then to be prepared for the 2007 autumn Pebble Beach

Concours. Thus not only was it necessary to restore structural and mechanical
integrity, but also ensure that cosmetic appearance, fit and finish were
faultless.
After the concours the car was returned to the UK, where steps were taken to
ensure that a high standard of reliability was achieved with modern contactless
electronic ignition, unleaded fuel compatibility and with other related electrical
system upgrades. Finally a Thatcham 1 standard alarm and
immobiliser system was to be installed.

THE REBUILD

The requirement was that DB4/107/R had to be brought back fully to as new in every aspect of the car. What
follows in this chapter are the steps taken to achieve that standard and to create a beautiful car of which any
owner could be justly proud.

CHASSIS RESTORATION
As the strip pf the chassis progressed, so those talked about differences in the layout and fabrication of the
chassis became evident. In one key area, it was clear that several alternative positions for the Watts linkage
anchorages had been tried. In another, several redundant brackets and mounting points were discovered, with
numerous holes that had been later plug welded or just left. The first step taken in the reconstruction of the
chassis was to check the alignment of chassis and mount in a frame to ensure that the chassis remained
correctly aligned and free from distortion.. Installing the chassis in a special jig did this. This not only ensured
that front and rear suspension alignment was always correct but to also support the chassis during its
reconstruction to avoid twist and sag, while important strength members such as sills were removed and new
structures welded into place. It also provided a means whereby past damage could be detected and
eliminated. As these progressed, careful steps were taken to ensure all of the numerous small changes to the
standard chassis were retained so as to provide continuing evidence of its long term history as a development
car.
The chassis reconstruction involved repairs to almost every section and panel below the top of the A and B
posts. Important structures replaced in toto involved the sills, both front outriggers, large sections of the
chassis leading back from the front crossmember and which supports the front suspension and new jacking
points. At the rear, virtually the complete rear suspension supporting structure required to be replaced, as well
as the support legs leading backwards to support the boot floor. Within the bonnet area, not only did the
panels either side of the bonnet need replacement, but also all of the forward structure from the front
suspension uprights back to the engine bulkhead. Sections of the front bulkhead showed significant
deterioration and rust damage and areas had to be cut out and replaced. All of the floor sections had to be
replaced and welded into place, as also the rear seat pan, which had been holed.
In all, the extensive level of reconstruction involved some 700 hours of skilled fabrication as every new section
had to be shaped to fit and carefully welded into place. Once the reconstruction was completed, the finished
chassis was again grit blasted and then primed and powder coated, giving a hard, durable and impervious
satin black coating to the chassis. All of the internal surfaces were primed and painted prior to assembly.
Once the structure had been powder coated, all of the internal sections were then wax injected, thus
providing a significantly enhanced level of corrosion protection.

BODY SHELL FABRICATION

In keeping with the Aston Workshop restoration policy, it was usual to renew the body shell, front and rear,
and to fit this to the restored chassis. In keeping with this policy, DB4/107/R was duly dispatched to a
partner company, Shapecraft, for the new shell to be fitted and shaped, modifying as required to ensure
perfect alignment with the roof section and main structural sections of the chassis, these being the sills, A and
B posts, bonnet aperture, windscreen frame, rear window frame, and boot aperture. The door frames were
reconstructed in their final state, once the front and rear shells had been fitted and aligned, thus ensuring
perfect door alignment and they were then re-skinned and trimmed to fit.
Once the new shell had been fitted, there was then the highly skilled task of finally shaping the outer panels
to ensure a perfectly smooth surface for priming and painting. The shell was subsequently painted in its final
shade of Wedgwood Blue, and given its final rub down and polish to achieve a perfect mirror smooth finish.
Six months after dispatch, DB4/107/R was received back as a fully completed and painted body shell with
doors, boot and bonnet all fitted, ready for reassembly into a complete car.

ENGINE OVERHAUL AND ASSEMBLY

The brief for the restoration of DB4/107/R was that any component not to its original specification was to be
replaced as a matter of course. So extreme care was taken to ensure first that the engine block was sound.
In this case, once all of the scale had been removed from inside the water jacket, it would be possible to
re-machine the liner seatings for new larger liners to be then pressed in complete with new O-ring seals. The
engine was then to be duly assembled with new pistons and a small increase in engine capacity from
3700cc to 4200cc giving a useful increase in torque and power.
The engine was to retain its original camshafts and valve clearances machined to specification. The cylinder
head was then to be reassembled, with new valve guides, seats, valves, tappets and springs.
The machine shop at Aston Workshop is particularly well equipped for this type of engine overhaul. The
principal machine used is the Rottler, which is a computerised milling machine. This amazing piece of
equipment will surface to a standard of better than 0.001 in. It will line bore to a similar degree of
accuracy, and is sufficiently versatile to be capable of doing many other machining operations, such as
recovery of the liner seatings, all to similar standards of accuracy. This is far in excess of the available
machines that were used by Aston Martin when they were initially manufactured.
Another key piece of machinery is the honing machine. This excellent piece of equipment is capable of
creating a cylinder bore which is truly circular and uniform to a standard of 0.0005 in, and will in the process
of honing, also create the diamond pattern of machining that creates the optimal oil retaining surface. This
not only largely eliminates oil consumption, but also significantly reduces the time required to run in an engine.
Then there is the balancing and weight matching of the engine, which Aston Workshop will always do as a
matter of course. Again, this is far more accurate than when initially Aston Martin assembled the engine, and
we aim to zero out any out - of - balance forces. The result is a smooth and free revving engine.
So with the Rottler we start to machine the cylinder block. The main bearing tunnel is line bored first along
with a new rear main bearing seal. The head face of the block and sump face are then machined to ensure
accurate alignment with the crank. The liner seatings are then re-machined to achieve the correct liner
protrusion above the head face.
New valve guides were fitted to the cylinder head and reamed to size. New valve seats were shrunk in and the
valve seats machined using the valve guides as the datum in each case.
New Cosworth 4.2 pistons were selected, going to 9.3 :1 compression ratio. New liners were then duly
pressed in and the cylinder bores honed to their final size.

It was also standard Aston Workshop policy to fit a new oil pump, and this was agreed to readily. Finally the
crank was critically examined, checked for wear and crack tested. As no defects were identified and the crank
journals were in excellent condition, it was agreed the crank was to be ground and refitted with new
bearings.
Finally the crank was fully balanced in unit with the flywheel and clutch cover plate, and pistons and con rods
were then weight matched.
One of the distinguishing features of Aston Workshop restorations was the care taken to clean, polish and
plate many fittings that are bolted to the engine, to give that complete new car look. From throttle linkages to
carburettor balance tube, all these parts were dispatched to be nickel plated or chromed and returned ready
for fitting. The carburettors had also been given a complete overhaul with new throttle linkage bushes, throttle
plates, jets and seals. Engine assembly could now begin.
First the crank complete with new main bearing shells were carefully matched and fitted. The running
clearances are very tight on these engines, and need to be precisely set at 0.0015 in. Given such tight
clearances, ensuring that the crank is free to rotate is critical and is a highly skilled task. Fortunately Aston
Workshop has a highly experienced engine builder, Mick Durrant, who was asked to personally rebuild this
engine. He had been first with Aston Martin, which he joined as a young apprentice and shortly afterwards
finding himself in the engine build shop, making new and overhauling customer engines. He stayed with
Aston Martin for nearly 30 years, finally moving on his retirement from Aston Martin to the Paris main dealer
for Aston Martin. He finally came to the North East and joined Aston Workshop in 2003 and has been our
principal engine builder ever since.
Having fitted the crank, the pistons and assembled con rods were next inserted, with all new bolts, shell
bearings, nuts and washers. The oil pump was then refitted and assembly of the oil pump drive could be
completed. The primary camshaft chain was thereafter assembled and fitted. Next in line was the fitting of
all new studs, including cylinder head studs and the fully assembled cylinder head, complete with all new
gaskets which was then fitted and lightly tightened down, having ensured that no 1 cylinder was precisely at
top dead centre. The secondary timing chain was then fitted and an approximate alignment of each camshaft
checked.
The cylinder head was subsequently tightened down, and the camshafts were then precisely timed. The
distributor was then fitted and ignition timing provisionally set. The sump, engine ancillaries and intake and
exhaust manifolds were refitted, all with new gaskets throughout. The front timing case was then closed and
the oil filter complete with housing refitted to the block. Cooling ancillaries, fan and hoses then followed.
The next stage of the rebuild process involved placing the engine in the Aston Workshop dyno facility, where
the engine was carefully run in, final adjustments made and power figures taken. It produced 260 BHP and
275 Ft Lb of torque. The engine was then ready to be mated to the bell housing and gearbox and installed.

CHASSIS, BODY AND SUSPENSION
SYSTEM ASSEMBLY

Starting with the bare shell, the first items to be installed were the brake and fuel lines. Extreme care was
taken to ensure that these were all precisely aligned and neatly installed, as the quality of this work
distinguishes a restoration of the highest quality from those that just aspire to be good. The next stage was
the fitting of the front and rear suspension, wheel hubs and steering linkages and the steering rack. At this
point the car was fitted with some “slave” wheels and became mobile.
An extensive amount of soundproofing and heat insulation for the car floor and front engine bulkhead
followed. This makes a major improvement to the cabin temperatures and noise and is one of the many
hidden improvements that come with an Aston Workshop restoration.

The fitting of the windscreen wiper linkages, gearboxes and washers jets etc then followed. The heater
box was then installed, in unit with the fitting of the air conditioning system evaporator and associated
ducting and pipework.
The next major task was to fit out the engine bay with the associated relays, servos and fuse boxes. This
was then followed in short order by the engine bay wiring loom and the main loom running through to
the boot and rear light assemblies.
The installation of the steering column and linkage followed.
Independently, the engine was now mated to its gearbox ready for installation. At the same time the process
of trimming the interior of the car commenced with the fitting of the headlining, which was essential to
complete prior to the fitting of windows and windscreen.
While all this work was going on, the task of painting, assembling and trimming the dashboard commenced.
Every instrument was sent away for checking and for calibration and a revised and much improved LED
based instrument lighting system installed, which replaced the old bulb based illumination. New switches
were installed. Once completed, the complicated task of installing and connecting all the wiring could now
begin, in conjunction with the fitting of the pedals, brake and clutch master cylinders and throttle linkages.
It was now time to install the engine, now in unit with its gearbox. A task that requires some considerable
care, the engine was hoisted above the car and the gearbox and engine combination were threaded in and
securely bolted to the car using new mounting blocks. The transmission cover was now fitted, thus enabling
the carpeting of the cabin to start. Beige Wilton carpets, leather bound, were specified throughout.
At the same time, the water radiator and oil cooler were now installed, followed by the installation of the
air-conditioning system condenser. An electric cooling fan followed and the water and fuel hose connections
were completed.

TRIMMING THE CAR

Bridge of Wier soft leather was used throughout for all seats, door trim and boot with corresponding beige
piping. Expertly undertaken by Gary Wright, the retrim also included a complete refit of all seats with new
webbing, padding and rechroming of the seat hinges and reclining mechanism. In addition, the retrim of all of
the door trim, dashboard undertray, radio console, and all of the smaller black trim pieces around the side
windows and windscreen pillar were recovered and installed with new chrome headed screws and cup
washers.

FINAL FINISHING

The final part of the assembly process involved the fitting up of a new stainless steel exhaust system, installing
the fuel tank, and connecting the fuel lines. Lights and external trim installation followed with other items such
as the boot and bonnet liners. The bonnet would remain unfitted until all of the under-bonnet systems had
been checked and proved. Doors were hung and connected up. The boot lid was finally hung and hinges
adjusted to achieve the best possible fit and alignment.
Finally the seats were installed.

COMMISSIONING AND TESTING

In a rebuild of this type where every component has been removed, replaced or overhauled and installed, it is
important before any attempt to start the engine is preceded by a series of crucial checks. First among these
was checking the electrical system for continuity. This involves testing that every wiring connection is correct,
then checking for any unwanted earth. When that thorough check has been completed and only then,
the battery is connected and the electrical system is functional. Each and every electrical circuit was then
checked for correct operation, starting with the lights and going on to check the ammeter, fuel gauge, clock
and the radio function. Other functions such as the door windows, the electric cooling fan, heating and
ventilation blowers etc followed. With those complete, attention was then turned to checking the engine
cooling system for the correct levels, engine and transmission oil levels, and the integrity of the fuel system
and exhaust. Finally, a very thorough check of the cleanliness of the engine intake system was undertaken.

It would be so easy to leave a stray washer or nut lurking in a corner of the air box bolted to the carburettor
intake system. Then and only then was the car signed off for its initial engine checks.
The first time that the engine was run in the car, particular attention was turned to ensuring that there was
plenty of oil pressure. If there should be any untoward indication the engine would have been immediately
stopped while a thorough check was then carried out. In this case there were no problems encountered.
The next most important check was to look for any signs of fuel, coolant and oil leaks of any kind. Again,
all was leak free. The engine was then allowed to idle to its normal operating temperature, while all the time
monitoring the oil pressure, temperature and looking for any exhaust leaks and blows. At this stage the
radiator water levels were monitored and topped up as the system slowly self-bled and trapped air was
released. All was well. So far so good.
On completion of the rebuild, the engine had already been on the dynamometer, so there was a good
degree of confidence that the engine would run reasonably well, but experience has generally indicated that
some adjustments are nearly always necessary. The next stage was to check that the throttles were precisely
synchronised. In other words it was to check that the throttles on each of the SU carburettors opened and
closed together. While all these checks were going on, the engine charging system was also fully checked
out.
The braking system was bled during its assembly. It was now time to check, with engine running, that the
servo operation was correct and with full operating pressure, the system was leak free. While that was going
on, the operation of the clutch was checked and ease of gearbox operation also checked, while the engine
was running. With these now completed satisfactorily, the engine was shut down and allowed to cool and
once cool, another thorough check was carried out for any untoward problems. With these now completed,
the bonnet was fitted and aligned.
The car suspension system alignment was then checked for toe-in, camber and castor angles and any
needed adjustments made. In this case it was a minor adjustment for toe-in, while ensuring that the
steering wheel was correctly aligned. Finally the car was now ready for road testing.
The first road test was to check for smoothness of operation, any noise, vibration or harshness in any of the
car controls. At this stage any misalignment of the exhaust, for example would have come to light. However,
this initial road test also checked out the general handling, as well as the basic tune of the engine. A number
of minor routine items needed attention. Finally the car was then taken to acquire its new MOT.
There followed a 500 mile shake-down to ensure all the systems on the car are fit for purpose and to
demonstrate acceptable reliability. All was basically well and DB4/107/R was then passed for its final valet,
fitting of new wheels, spinners and tyres and to prepare the restoration invoice and photo portfolio.

THE HANDOVER

The final handover - the finished car in all its glory

APPENDIX A

RESTORATION IN PICTURES

